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Details of Visit:

Author: The Joshua Tree
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 30 Nov 2019
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Basement flat just a short walk from the tube. Room was large and comfortable with nice full length
mirror. 

The Lady:

Tall dark haired Romanian beauty. Profile pictures are accurate. Wonderful figure and perfect
natural breasts. 

The Story:

I've had the pleasure of meeting Elizabeth a few times when she was previously working at Hod and
have always had an amazing time. I couldn't believe my luck when she reappeared on the schedule
during my weekend in London. Booked and confirmed as the norm I arrived a few minutes early and
was welcomed in by the lovely and charming maid. As I waited for Lizzy to come in I couldn't help
but feel a bit apprehensive. Would she be the same beautiful girl, would she still deliver that same
amazing gfe, and would this meeting hit the heights of those previous encounters. I'm pleased to
say that the answer was a resounding yes on all counts. From the minute she walked into the room
and winked at me I knew I was in for an amazing time.
A few minutes spent chatting and kissing and getting reacquainted before retiring to the bed. I'm not
going into the full details but you all now the score. The owo was excellent, the sex in multiple
positions was slow, sensual and amazing and the cim finish in 69 at the end was just sublime. Just
enough time for a final cuddle, kiss and a chat with this beautiful young lady before sadly it was time
to go. Wonderful to see you again Lizzy. You haven't changed a bit x
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